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Qatar Coin Token Sale Whitepaper 

This whitepaper introduces you to everything you need to know to 

participate in the first and only Token Sale for Qatar Coin. To stay 

on top of developments, subscribe to our updates at Qatar-coin.io 

 

 

 

http://qatar-coin.io/
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1. What is QatarCoin 

The cryptocurrency revolution has created many new possibilities in 

wealth creation and P2P transactions. This has created potential 

revenue opportunities both in private wealth and business growth. 

Qatar Coin is a fully automated wealth creation cryptocurrency that 

is taking advantage of the enormous potential in decentralized 

blockchain systems, as well as using the technology to leverage 

substantial returns. This peer to peer digital currency is completely 

anonymous and uses the distributed public ledger system, which does 

not exist in a single place and cannot be controlled by external 

forces. Therefore, you are in complete control of your wealth and 

revenue, and as a finite resource your digital currency will increase 

in value over time. We use the Ethereum blockchain database 

algorithm which is not controlled by any third party or government 

agency. it’s an open source system which is impossible to forge 

transaction chain blocks. All transactions recorded live, transparent 

and spread across multiple servers. Those who want to manipulate 

and hack the Qatar Coin transaction data must hack multiple servers 

at the same time, which is virtually impossible. 

2. What is a digital currency and why use it? 

Traditional methods of monetary transacting have been available for 

a substantial period. The world of money has moved past the current 

capabilities and the advent of digital currency has alleviated the 

disadvantages of the old traditional systems: 

• High transaction fees: The traditional methods carry high fees for 

transactions especially international transactions. These methods also 

often require huge software and hardware devices that in turn require 

maintenance and warranty expenditure. 
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• Time-consuming: Transacting between different banks and 

countries is very time consuming and inconvenient, slowing down 

your business in the process. 

• Administrative barriers: Administrative barriers such as currency 

exchange and laborious documentation are troublesome and time 

consuming. 

These disadvantages are solved by Qatar Digital Currency. By using 

the decentralized blockchain systems the currency is totally 

independent and secure. Your wealth is anonymous and is not kept in 

a single place or system,protecting it from external forces. Because 

the currency is a finite resource, like Gold commodities, your wealth 

will increase over time. The trading and investing in the currency, 

will also add to the growth further increasing your wealth. 

This advanced breakthrough solution allows users access to a 

simpler, safer and faster transaction method. It provides a platform 

accessible to people and businesses regardless of where you come 

from and who you transact with. Qatar Digital Cash is a global 

money transactional system providing the fastest, safest money 

transaction, with the lowest fees. It enables you to transfer money, to 

purchase and sell anything worldwide, within seconds. Your banking 

will never again suffer from delays due to bank procedures or 

bureaucratic red tape. You are able to access your money anywhere 

anytime, with user friendly applications for desktop and smart 

phones, as well as ATM access. 
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3. Technical Specifications 

Qatar Coin uses the peer-to-peer blockchain monetary system, such 

as with cryptography like Bitcoin yet provides the added benefit of 

real world cash as well. Embodying the properties of a real world 

physical currency, like US dollars or UK pounds, it gives the owner 

the unique ability of instantaneous transactions and borderless 

transfer-of-ownership. 

Payments are processed through secured servers, so there is no need 

to be concerned about any risk or security. it is the most user- 

friendly system that allows your trust and control over it. Our system 

is vastly superior to existing systems with the ability to protect users 

from all hackers, easy to use but still confirm a legitimate 

transaction. 

Qatar Coin is accessible and available 24/7/365 anywhere you need 

it. No exceptions! This gives you the ability to purchase or sell 

anything anywhere, transfer money to your family and friends at an 

extremely low cost with instant confirmation without any 

interruption. 

More than most other cryptocurrencies - Qatar Coin also provides 

you with a Debit Card system so that you have access to hard cash if 

the situation requires it. The debit card is also linked to all the 

applications so that you can easily manage your funds. 

Qatar Coin has specifically designed to be compliant to the highest 

advanced technology standards and still be user friendly so that it can 

be used by anyone. 
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Tech Specifications 

• Ticker Symbol: QTA 

• Type: Proof of Work / Proof of Stake 

• Platform: ERC20 

• Decimal Place: 18 

• Maximum Coin Supply: 95,000,000 QTA 

• Coin Available During ICO: 55,000,000 

Features 

• Fast - One thing making Qatar Coin a unique digital currency is its 

speed; transaction confirmation occurs within seconds. Qatar Coin is even 

faster than Bitcoin, our blockchain technology allows Qatar Coin the 

capability of surpassing Bitcoin and other digital currencies regards the 

speed of money transactions. 

• Low Fees - In comparison with traditional methods the cost to you of 

ownership is vastly reduced, making it almost trivial in comparison to 

traditional banking solutions. These low fees are applicable on all 

transactions - local and international. 

• Privacy Guarantee - Your private information is totally secure. 

Information such as money sender, money receiver, transaction details is 

safe and secure because we utilize the most advanced blockchain 

technology. 

• Highest Levels of Security - Our unique blockchain system ensures that 

your account and al your transactions cannot be interfered with under any 

circumstances. 

• Simple - Qatar Coin provides you with the most user-friendly 

applications for your transactions and debit card on all platforms from 

desktop to your favorite smart phone. Whether you are a private owner 

or a business owner transferring your money is convenient. Making Qatar 

Digital Currency, your logical choice. 
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Qatar Coin Applications 

Entrepreneur Qatar Coin provides you with the most convenient method of 

payment, whether it is business expenses such as wages, supplier 

payments and any purchases, all over the world, within seconds, at super 

low fees, and with no complications or red tape. All entrepreneurs can use 

Qatar Coin for their businesses and private usage, so doing opening them 

up to a larger customer base, worldwide. Businesses today face many 

challenges including the ability to reach clients globally. Qatar Digital 

Currency, can help leverage your business growth by providing you and 

your customers the most time and cost saving transactional system 

available. In developing countries, the banking and financial systems often 

cannot provide for the needs of their clients and this factor can even 

trigger a number of problems for their customers, Qatar Coin in these 

circumstances is the ideal solution. 

Online business and retails stores Your business transactional cycle will 

be shortened by using QatarCoin and our related applications, especially 

on your smart phone. As a business you cannot ask for more for you and 

your customers, the most advanced and yet most simple method of doing 

business is in your hand. The integration of Qatar Coin in to your business 

online and offline stores you drastically improve your chances of 

international business right now! 

Checkout for merchants Qatar Coin enables you to start receiving your 

payments on your own website via the most secure digital currency 

system. 

• No more cash - No more need to carry foreign exchange when you travel 

internationally. No concerns about the exchange rates and fees involved 

with money exchange and transfer. Saving you Time, saving you Money, 

Putting You and Your Business First. Safely 

• Other daily money transactions - With Qatar Digital Currency, you have 

access to transferred funds from anyone anywhere in the world. Faster, 

simpler, safer and cheaper. 
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4. ICO Details 

ICO is the method which enables Qatar Coin to fund our activities 

including building and developing our core Team, the ecosystem for 

our apps, and running marketing campaigns so that Qatar Coin brand-

awareness and QatarCoin reputation would be successfully built. The 

sooner You, the investor, invest in Qatar Digital Currency, the higher 

your earning potential would be, in the short- and long term. In the 

short term, the price would increase rapidly right after ICO, and you 

could earn money through Trading, Lending, Staking or Mining 

program. There are several ways to earn profit with Qatar Coin Cash, 

and buying ICO coin at the best price enables you to optimize your 

investment. 

The total quantity of Qatar Coin coins: 95,000,000 

• ICO Availability: 55,000,000 

• Time frame for ICO - As per Road Map below. 
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5. Roadmap 

We believe every worthwhile project must have a list of targets laid 

out in an easy-to-understand manner. Our roadmap has been 

developed to ensure that our investors have a clear understanding of 

our projected milestones and their respective time periods. 

• 2017: Instant, secure and direct. 

• 2017: Visa Direct Program approval (launch markets) 

• 2017: Visa Direct and FX API’s certification 

• 2018: Website launch and whitepaper release 

• 2018: Token Sale 

• 2018: Digital Know Your Customer and Wallet functionality launch 

• 2018: App v1.1 launch for Android 

• 2018: Exchange functionality launch 

• 2018: Exchange listings launch 

• 2018: PR Product launch campaign begins 

• 2018: App v1.2. launch for Android 

• 2018: Top-up (via Visa/MC Cards) launch 

• 2018: App for IOS launch 

• 2018: South Africa and Mauritius expansion 

• 2018: United Kingdom and Germany expansion 

• 2018: United States Expansion 

• 2018: Asia Expansion 
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6. Referrals 

Spread the word and earn! We believe you should be rewarded for 

helping to grow our platform, that’s why we have developed a Level 

Referral System. Using this system, you will have access to levels of 

earning potential. The structure is quite simple. 

When your referral buys Qatar Coin you receive 5%! You also 

receive bonuses when your referral deposits a coin into the lending 

program 

• Referral: 5% 

 

7. Team 

Prospero Coin is the brainchild of former forex and equity traders 

and investors from Singapore. Our team has helped develop high-end 

trading software which has had proven results for more than 9 years. 

Our sights have now been turned to the cryptocurrency market which 

presents a much larger opportunity than anything else has in 

worldwide economic history. We firmly believe that our expertise, 

combined with the incredible uptake of cryptocurrency, can produce 

substantial returns both now and well into the future. 
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8. Qatar Coin Ecosystem 

Below is the breakdown of the ecosystem within Qatar Digital Currency: 

• Desktop wallet: Window, Linux, Mac 

• Web wallet: Qatar Coin website 

• Mobile wallet: Android App, IOS App 

Mobile wallet application has the highest levels of security, and a user- 

friendly menu structure for all types of users. 

• Mobile App - Regardless of your smart phone, you just need to 

download Qatar Coin mobile application, register and then you can start 

transferring money and making any payment to your clients, your 

partners, your suppliers - anybody. Using Qatar Coin application is the 

easiest way to transact with your clients and partners. 
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